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Mitt’s metro style: How is our potential prez hopeful
doing on image?
By Jill Radsken and Jenna Wolf
Friday, July 21, 2006 - Updated: 02:46 AM EST

There’s no denying the Big Dig tunnel debacle has pushed Gov. Mitt Romney onto a
national platform. Is the potential Republican presidential candidate looking, well,
presidential in his almost-daily briefings on the investigation?

    We asked two style experts and two political consultants to rate Mitt’s performance for
Oval Office potential.

    Personal Style

    Does he or doesn’t he . . . have a stylist?

    Evangelia Souris of the Boston-based Optimum International Center for Image
Management, thinks a wiser hand may be guiding Romney’s fashion choices. But Emily
Neill, founder of Closet Smarts in Brookline, isn’t so sure.

    “I can’t believe the man is still wearing pleated pants,” she said.

    Here’s their view of what’s working for Mitt, wardrobe-wise:

    The suits:

    Neill thinks Romney wears too much navy blue - the vanilla of the fashion world.

    The author of the new book “Closet Smarts,” Neill also suggests that Romney lose the
Polo Ralph Lauren shirts.

    “To wear a name-brand shirt with a moniker on it, he’s signaling money even as he
tries to relate to the working man,” she said.

    The jeans:

    Pleated blue jeans?

    When Romney donned denim to tour the shutdown Mass. Pike connector Sunday, he
might have been going for a regular-guy look. Big mistake, our stylists say.

    “The jeans were the most unflattering,” said Neill. “He’s creating a pooch where there
isn’t one. He really doesn’t know how to dress casually.”

    Souris agreed, and added that Romney’s bid to go casual was transparent.

    “(Politicians) think people will identify with them more if they dress down, but the public
is so aware, that it doesn’t really impress us,” she said.

    The hair:

    Romney’s full head of hair may be his best asset, but, Souris says: Give up the gel -it’s
too shiny and sleek.

    “It used to be really in, in the ’90s,” she noted. “(But) there are other ways to make the
hair look more coiffed, usually with texturizing creams.”

    Souris, whose male-dominated client list includes several local politicians, has noticed
that Romney has grown his sideburns longer, by about a half-inch. She thinks that’s a
hint that he’s working with a stylist - and trying to appeal to younger voters.

    The beauty regimen:

    Every woman wants what Romney’s got: great skin and perfect teeth. “For a man his
age, he could have a few more wrinkles,” Souris said. “Clearly, he’s taking good care of
his skin.”

    Political Style

    GOP consultant Holly Robichaud and Jim Rappaport, former Republican candidate for
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lieutenant governor, both give Romney high marks for stepping up to the plate in a crisis.
But will the performance-under-fire benefit his campaign in the long run?

    Timing:

    Rappaport said Romney had “no choice” over the timing of his response, but added
that disasters like this are no benefit to a candidate. “This is notoriety any presidential
campaign or candidate would have much preferred not to happen,” he said. “It gives
fodder to any primary opponent.”
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